Litvin [Acta Cryst. (2008), A64, 419-424 and supplementary material] extends much of the information contained in Volume A of International Tables for Crystallography for the 230 space-group types to the 1651 types of Shubnikov space groups, using Opechowski-Guccione (OG) notation for the space groups with a black-white lattice. It is pointed out that OG notation has crucial disadvantages compared to Belov-Neronova-Smirnova (BNS) notation. It is shown how Litvin's diagrams of symmetry elements for the orthorhombic Shubnikov space groups can be interpreted in terms of BNS symbols and how those containing e-glides can be simplified. A number of mistakes in the diagrams of Litvin are corrected.
Introduction
published a six-page paper describing his tables of crystallographic properties of magnetic space groups contained in 4472 pages of supplementary material. The tables describe the 7, 80 and 1651 types of Shubnikov space groups in one, two and three dimensions, respectively. Let G be an ordinary space group, H a subgroup of index 2 of G and let 1 0 denote time inversion. Among the 1651 types there are 230 of the form G, 230 of the form G + G1 0 and 1191 of the form H + (G À H)1 0 . For 674 among the 1191 types H is an isotranslational subgroup and for the remaining 517 H is an isoclass subgroup. In the language of two-colour groups, where 1 0 is interpreted as exchanging black and white (or black and red for typographical reasons), we speak of 230 monochrome types, 230 grey types, 674 black-white types of the first kind and 517 black-white types of the second kind.
Considering a fixed space group G, , following Opechowski (1986) , defines the superfamily of G consisting of the types containing G, G + G1 0 and H + (G À H)1 0 for all subgroups H of index 2 in G. , following Belov et al. (1957a,b) , proceeded differently: They grouped together the types containing G, G + G1 0 , H + (G À H)1 0 for all isotranslational subgroups H of index 2 in G and G + Gt1 0 , where t is a translation not contained in G but such that 2t lies in G. The two definitions group the 1651 types in different ways into 230 'superfamilies'. Both classifications have been used to define symbols for the space-group types that let one immediately recognize the superfamily to which the type belongs. They will be referred to as Opechowski-Guccione (OG) and Belov-Neronova-Smirnova (BNS) symbols. The two symbols agree for monochrome, grey and black-white groups of the first kind (BW1) but differ for black-white groups of the second kind (BW2).
Of prime interest in are his descriptions of the 1191 black-white space-group types in three dimensions. Whereas the crystal lattice is determined by all translations contained in G, the point group is isomorphic to the factor group G/T, where T is the group of colour-preserving translations in G. The 517 BW2 types have a black-white lattice and a grey point group; they describe antiferromagnets. The 674 BW1 types have a monochrome lattice and a black-white point group; 231 of them admit ferromagnetism, the remaining 443 describe antiferromagnets (see e.g. Borovik-Romanov & Grimmer, 2003) .
Until now the standard work on the 1191 black-white space-group types has been the book by , giving for each of these types two diagrams showing a projection of its symmetry elements and of an object in a general position, respectively. Whereas in the diagrams of Koptsik it is often difficult to distinguish between mirror planes and the different kinds of glide planes, Litvin's analogous diagrams are of high graphical quality. Except for the subgroups and supergroups, most other information that Volume A of International Tables for Crystallography (1995) gives for the 230 monochrome types is given by in a similar presentation for all 1651 types. Last but not least, most readers will appreciate that presents his information in English, whereas used Russian.
The book of being out of print for many years, the gigantic tables of are most welcome. In the view of the present author, their main drawback is the use of OG notation. In fact, we shall show that OG notation has decisive disadvantages, which led to the more widespread use of BNS notation. The main aim of the present paper is facilitating the use of Litvin's tables to those familiar with BNS notation.
As an example, let us compare superfamily 67 in the sense of BNS and in the sense of OG. As stated above, the two Table 1 The Shubnikov space-group types related to point group 222. Litvin (2008) Table 2 The BW2 space-group types related to point group mm2. Litvin (2008) superfamilies contain the same monochrome type (Cmma), the same grey type (Cmma1 0 ) and the same black-white types of the first kind (Cm 0 ma, Cmma 0 , Cm 0 m 0 a, Cmm 0 a 0 , Cm 0 m 0 a 0 ). Superfamily 67 in the sense of BNS contains in addition the following BW2 types: C c mma, C a mma and C A mma. Their monochrome subgroups are of type Cmma. Starting with the diagram of symmetry elements for Cmma, the ones for C c mma, C a mma and C A mma are easily obtained by combining each symmetry element in the diagram for Cmma with a subsequent colour-changing translation by c/2, a/2 and b/2 + c/2, respectively. Similarly, the general-position diagrams for C c mma, C a mma and C A mma are obtained by applying to each position in the diagram for Cmma a colour-changing translation by c/2, a/2 and b/2 + c/2, respectively. In the general case, there are 16 positions equivalent under Cmma. For 8 of them the coordinate triplets are given explicitly in International Tables as a (0, 0, 0)+ set, the other 8 being obtained by adding ( 1 2 , 1 2 , 0). For the interpretation of the BNS symbol it does not matter how the 16 positions are split into a (0, 0, 0)+ and a ( 1 2 , 1 2 , 0)+ set because the objects in all 16 positions have the same colour.
Superfamily 67 in the sense of OG contains the following BW2 types: C 2c mma, C 2c m 0 ma, C 2c m 0 m 0 a, C P mma, C P m 0 ma, C P mm 0 a, C P mma 0 , C I mma, C I mm 0 a and C I m 0 ma 0 . Whereas different BW2 types in a BNS superfamily have different centring symbols and never contain primes, different BW2 types in an OG superfamily may have the same centring symbol but a different arrangement of primes. The meaning of the centring symbols differs in BNS and OG notation: Whereas in BNS notation the C-centred orthorhombic cell is spanned by unprimed translations a/2 + b/2, b and c, in OG notation it is spanned by a/2 + b/2, b and c 0 for C 2c , by a 0 /2 + b 0 /2, b and c for C P , and by a 0 /2 + b 0 /2, b and c 0 for C I . The elements in the OG symbol to the right of the centring subscript denote operations mapping position x, y, z into a position in the (0, 0, 0)+ set. The objects at these two positions have the same colour if the element is unprimed and different colours if the element is primed. Now it matters how the Litvin (2008) Litvin (1998) , primed and unprimed have to be interchanged in superfamily 67 for a and the second m in the cases of C P and C I according to Table 2 in Litvin (1998) . Because this means that one has to specify the edition of International Tables underlying the symbol, Litvin (2001) proposed returning to the original definition of the OG symbols. Whereas ITXC52 or the 216-page supplementary material to Litvin (2001) has to be consulted for interpreting the OG symbols of BW2 types, Table 3 The monochrome, grey and BW1 space-group types related to point group mm2. Notes.
(1) : diagrams of symmetry elements unclear; (2) Koptsik (1966) The BW2 space-group types related to point group mmm. Litvin (2008) the BNS symbols have the great advantage that their centring symbol relates the BW2 types straightforwardly to the corresponding monochrome type. The interpretation being much more involved for the OG symbols than for the BNS symbols of the BW2 types, errors appear more likely: corrections to the original association of primes to OG symbols of BW2 types in Opechowski & Guccione (1965) were made by Opechowski (1986) and in the supplementary material to . Moreover, in the supplementary materials to Litvin (2001 the definition of the OG symbols for the superfamilies 73 and 206 is based on ITC83, not, as intended, on ITXC52.
In conclusion, it seems unfortunate that OG symbols were proposed as an alternative to the earlier-introduced BNS symbols, also because looking at a symbol of a BW2 type, one often does not know whether it is an OG or a BNS symbol. As an example, the BNS symbol P C mm2 corresponds to the OG symbol C P mm2 and the OG symbol P C mm2 corresponds to the BNS symbol C a mm2.
To see how the supplementary material to , which we shall refer to as -SM, can be used by those familiar with BNS notation, we have studied the diagrams of symmetry elements for orthorhombic Shubnikov space groups in Litvin's tables and compared them to those in . In the fourth edition of Volume A of International Tables for Crystallography (1995) , which will be referred to as ITC95, a new graphical symbol was introduced for 'double' glide planes e, not parallel to the plane of projection. In Tables 2-5 it will be shown in the last column which diagrams in and in -SM are affected by these new symbols. The last column of Tables 1-5 also gives corrections to the diagrams of both authors. Table 1 lists the orthorhombic Shubnikov space-group types without mirror or glide planes. The first part of the BNS number gives the number of the BNS superfamily, the second part numerates the 562 orthorhombic Shubnikov space groups; the first part of the Litvin number gives the number of the OG superfamily, the middle part numerates the Shubnikov space groups within an OG superfamily, the last part numerates the 1651 Shubnikov space groups. The column 'Page' indicates the page in -SM on which the description of the Shubnikov space group starts. dir1, dir2 and dir3 refer to the directions downwards, to the right and towards the reader in the diagrams of symmetry elements (DSEs) given in -SM. The conventional orthorhombic cell has lattice parameters a, b and c, respectively, in the first, second and third symmetry direction of the BNS symbol. An entry a, b or c in 'dir1' states that the downwards extension of the DSE in -SM corresponds to the lattice parameter a, b or c; an entry a/2, b/2 or c/2 states that the downwards extension of the DSE in -SM corresponds to a/2, b/2 or c/2. The situation is analogous for 'dir2' and 'dir3'. If c/2 appears in 'dir3' then the height indications appearing in -SM are twice as big as those in ; similarly a/2 or b/2 in 'dir3' mean that the height indications in -SM are expressed as fractions of a/2 or b/2, not of a or b.
Shubnikov space groups related to point group 222
The arrangement of Shubnikov space-group types within a BNS superfamily is always the same: First appears the monochrome type (M), then the grey type (G), then the BW1 types, and finally the BW2 types. Horizontal lines separate the BW2 types in Table 1 from the other types. Notice that for the M, G and BW1 types the BNS and OG symbols agree and we have dir1 = a, dir2 = b, dir3 = c. For this reason, the tables of orthorhombic groups related to mm2 and mmm will be split into two: one for the BW2 types and one for the remaining types. Litvin (2008) 
Figure 1
Illustration of the remarks in Table 4 to the diagram of symmetry elements given by Litvin (2008) Notice that if the centring part of the OG symbol is P 2a , A 2a or A I , then a factor 1/2 appears in column 'dir1'; if the centring part of the OG symbol is P 2b then a factor 1/2 appears in 'dir2'; and if the centring part of the OG symbol is P 2c , C 2c or C I , then a factor 1/2 appears in 'dir3'. If the centring part of the OG symbol is P A , then a factor 1/2 appears in 'dir2' and 'dir3'; if the centring part of the OG symbol is P C , then a factor 1/2 appears in 'dir1' and 'dir2'; and if the centring part of the OG symbol is P F , then a factor 1/2 appears in 'dir1', 'dir2' and 'dir3'. Remember that a factor 1/2 in 'dir3' leads to doubling of the height values. These rules also hold for Tables 1 and 4. The last column contains remarks and corrections to the DSEs in Litvin (2008)-SM and in . In both cases, dir1 tells us that a rotation or screw axis and the normal to a mirror or glide plane is vertical, dir2 tells us that it is horizontal, and dir3 tells us that it is perpendicular to the plane of the drawing.
The majority of remarks are connected with glide planes. A primed (unprimed) symmetry glide may be considered as a primed (unprimed) mirror reflection followed by an unprimed translation t. Whereas the combined operation belongs to the Shubnikov space group S under consideration, the mirror reflection alone and t alone are not elements of S. The glide vector t has the property that 2t is (and t is not) an unprimed symmetry translation. As an example for the orthorhombic lattice with conventional cell spanned by vectors a, b and c, we research papers 154 Hans Grimmer Comments on tables of magnetic space groups consider a symmetry glide plane ? a. If the lattice is neither Anor F-centred, then t will have the form t = 1 2 (hb + kc), where h and k are integers that are not both even. The glide vector of a symmetry glide with a plane in a fixed orientation and position is determined only up to an unprimed (symmetry) translation. Therefore we may choose t = b/2 if h is odd and k is even, t = c/2 if h is even and k is odd, or t = 1 2 (b + c) if h and k are odd. If the lattice is A-or F-centred, then 1 2 (b + c) is an unprimed (symmetry) translation, i.e. a mirror reflection followed by a translation 1 2 (b + c) becomes equivalent to the mirror reflection alone; a mirror reflection followed by a translation b/2 becomes equivalent to the mirror reflection followed by a translation c/2. The latter case is referred to as a 'double glide' or 'e-glide'. The e-glides are denoted by a horizontal and a vertical arrow with common origin if the glide plane is parallel to the projection plane. If the glide plane is normal to the projection plane, they were denoted either as a dashed or dotted line in ITXC52 and in , as was usual before the introduction of the dash-dot-dot line in ITC95. The e-glides are denoted both by a dashed and a dotted line in Litvin (2008)-SM; the mirrors often both as mirror and as n-glide in Litvin (2008)-SM and . Representing equivalent symmetry elements by two symbols is both confusing and unnecessarily complicated, and it forced Litvin (2008)-SM to distribute the symmetry elements over two diagrams in some cases. Table 3 lists the orthorhombic monochrome, grey and BW1 space-group types with rotations or screws in one symmetry direction, and mirror or glide planes perpendicular to the two other symmetry directions. Horizontal lines separate types belonging to different BNS superfamilies. Table 4 lists the orthorhombic BW2 space-group types with mirror or glide planes perpendicular to all three symmetry directions. Horizontal lines separate types belonging to different BNS superfamilies.
Orthorhombic Shubnikov space groups related to point group mmm
The remarks in Table 4 to the diagram of symmetry elements given by -SM for 63.467 are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Table 5 lists the orthorhombic monochrome, grey and BW1 space-group types with mirror or glide planes perpendicular to all three symmetry directions. Horizontal lines separate types belonging to different BNS superfamilies.
Conclusions
Comparison of the diagrams of symmetry elements (DSEs) for the orthorhombic point groups given in and in -SM showed the following main results.
In some of the symmetry elements that differ only by a shift are missing in several cases. Lines deli-miting the projection of the conventional cell appear as mirror planes in several cases. Mirror planes parallel to the plane of the diagram also appear sometimes as n-glides in the case of C-centred cells. In particular, in the case of vertical lines, it is sometimes not clear whether they denote mirrors, axial or diagonal glides.
In -SM e-glides are treated as two independent axial glides, which is misleading and unnecessarily complicates the DSEs. Mirror planes also sometimes appear as n-glides in the case of C-and A-centred cells.
Notice that if the lattice part of the OG symbol is P F (P A or P C ) then only 1 4 ( 1 2 ) of the symmetry operations are listed under the heading 'Symmetry Operations' in Litvin (2008)-SM.
The standard symbols for BW2-type space groups proposed by Opechowski & Guccione (1965) and by Belov et al. (1957a,b) , respectively, often correspond to different orientations of the space group, as shown in columns dir1, dir2 and dir3 of Tables 1, 2 and 4.
Whereas Litvin (2001) needs 216 pages of supplementary material to describe the meaning of the OG symbols, the meaning of the BNS symbols is obvious, including those for the BW2 types. Therefore the BNS symbols should be recognized as standard.
The author is grateful to Professor D. B. Litvin for discussions which gave him a clearer understanding of the definition of the Opechowski-Guccione symbols for BW2-type space groups.
